
the dynamic

Panther



Panther is the simplistic solution to the dynamic learning 
environment. Designed with mobility in mind, Panther adapts 
to innovate and bring your space to life.

Simple & Focused
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Shared Tables
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Panther avoids over-complication by keeping the design simple and 
focused on the essentials. The available upgrades and accessories make 
Panther effective for a variety of areas including training rooms, media 
centers, classrooms, libraries and more.

Simplistic
4A envelope top (2-person)
5A boat top (4-person)
5B envelope top (2-person)
5C rectangle top (4-person)
LAMIMATE Frosty White
EDGE Frosty White

5A

5B

5C

4A

Power silver pearl

The available power unit complements 
Panther with two power outlets and two 
USB access ports.

Modesty Panel white

These water jet cut modesty panels are 
an affordable option for those who want 
a little more privacy.

Wire Management Clip

Available in graphite, aluminum 
(shown) or transparent.
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Your furniture shouldn’t control the space or limit its potential. 
With mobile options, Panther remains fluid, creating an engaging 
environment.

Mobile
6A game top (5-person)
7A trapezoid top (2-person)
7B game top (1-person)
7C pod top (1-person)
LAMINATE Montana Walnut
EDGE Montana Walnut

6A

Durable Locking Casters

Upgrade the legs to have either two 
casters for a wheelbarrow effect, or all 
casters for maximum mobility.

7A

7B

7C
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9B

9C

Marker Board Divider white

These dividers can be used for private 
testing or collaborative discussions.

Everyone uses tables differently. Panther’s optional dividers fit many 
situations including separating space while testing and as marker 
boards during open learning. From private to collaborative needs, 
Panther adapts to you.

Adaptable

8A

8A boat top (8-person)
9A quad top (1-person)
9B bullet top (5-person)
9C round top (4-person)
LAMINATE Smoke Quarterstone
EDGE North Sea
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Top Shapes Leg Options

Accessories & Upgrades Marker Board Colors

boat

trapezoid

quad

envelope

game

bullet

rectangle

standard
steel gray

wire clip

spectrum red vibrant green

light blue

amarena magenta fiesta orange

white black

standard
textured black

table connector

pod

round spacer

cove power outlet

caster

marker board divider

spectrum blue

11A

11B

11A trapezoid top (12-person)
11B trapezoid top (6-person)
LAMINATE Travertine
EDGE Black



design the furniture. innovate the space. engage the users.

liatfurniture.com
694 North Main Street  •  Troutman, NC 28166

TF 888 440 8205  •  F 704 528 6519


